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1. Overview 
Our project aims to design a metabolic platform that simulates changes in the 

metabolic network to provide comprehensive results for the researcher. You can take 

the data from our platform, search the pathways between molecules, and perform the 

metabolic simulations mentioned above. 

These functions hosted on the web are divided into three main modules: Synthetic 

Bay (DB), Pathway Finder (PF), and Deep Metabolic Simulation (DMS). Through 
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‘www.tjigem.com’ or ‘https://www.tjigem.com’, we can enter the Home page of the 

project. On this page, users can get our project’s leading content and this manual 

(Handbook) of the software. At the same time, they can enter the three functional pages 

by clicking the navigation card. 

 

 

2. Getting start 
>> You can input this url ‘www.tjigem.com’ to visit our web page. 

 

>>’Docs’ bar to get this handbook, ‘Git Hub’ bar to visit our Git Hub page to get more 

code details and Click the white bottom ‘See Illustrations’ you can watch our 

demonstration video. 

 
>> The central part of the Home page is these three access interfaces to three function 

modules. Click on any of the cards, and you can visit our function page. 

 
>> Click the first navigation card from the home page or input ‘www.tjigem.com 

/database’ to enter the database module. 
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>> On the database page, click the blue button ’Download Data’ to download the data. 

 

>> click each link you want to download. You can download this data. Then you can 

click the text ‘Back to The Home Page’ to redirect to the Home page. 

 

>> Click the second navigation card from the home page or input ‘www.tjigem.com/PF’ 

to enter the Pathway Finder module. 

 

>> In the forward pathway finder, you can input a start compound and an end compound, 

and we will search the pathway from start to end and rank them by scores.  

 
>> There are five parameters: KM, KKM, Toxicity, PH, Temperature. You can assign 

value to the five parameters according to their importance in the experimental 

environment or your prior knowledge.  
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>> Click the search button, you will get a PDF result, and you can download it. 

 

 
>> You should input the target compound A and the search depth——steps B to get the 

pathway target to A wth Steps no more than B. Click the search button, and you will get 

a similar PDF file. 

 

>> Click the third navigation card on the home page or ‘www.tjigem.com/HMS’ to 

enter the Deep Metabolic Simulation module. 

 

>> you should input the observation_list first, which is the compound you want to 

observe, and we will show them in the top of the results with red color. 

 

>> second, in delete_reaction_list, You can delete some reactions to block the paths 

between molecules.  
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>> you should enter two default values. The first is an initial default value of all the 

compounds, we will define the compounds’ amount with this number, and the second 

is the iteration times our algorithm will go through. 

 
>> At the last, the most critical parameter is specified_values. You can define every 

specified compound with an initial value, and we will replace this compound’s default 

value with it.  

 

>> When you input all the parameters, you can click the RUN DMS button to run the 

algorithm. You may need to wait some minutes, and then you can get two results.  

 

>> One is a PDF file in which we show the compounds in observation_list and whose 

value’s change is in rank TOP50, the other one is CSV file, we output all the change 

information of all compounds. 

 

 

 

3. Details about our software 

Home and handbook 

On this page, you can see a brief introduction to our project. And on the top of this 

page, there are three navigator bars you can click to visit. ’Homepage’ bar to redirect to 

the Home page, ‘Docs’ bar to get this handbook, and ‘Git Hub’ bar to see our Git Hub 

page to get more code details. 

Under the overview text, you can see two bottoms colored with blue and white, 

respectively. Click the white button, and you can watch our demonstration video, in 
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which we show how to use our function modules. 

 

 

The central part of the Home page is these three access interfaces to three function 

modules. Click on any of the cards, and you can visit our function page. 

 

 

 

 Meanwhile, we have summarized six advantages in the bottom: Powerful database, 

Accurate models, Simple operation, User-friendly interface, One-stop service and Short 

Runtime. You can read more conclusions about our software on the Home page. 
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Synthetic Bay 

⚫ About pages 

Click the navigation card from the home page or input 

‘www.tjigem.com/database’ to enter the database module.  

Here, you will know the basic framework of our data and download the data. 

Our data provides four downloadable files, named “reaction.csv”, “compound.csv”, 

“enzyme.csv” and “SyntheticBay.db”, respectively. 

 

 

⚫ About database 

To provide data support for the Synthesis Navigator software’s pathway search 

function and metabolic simulation function, we integrated several databases, 

including MetaCyc, ChEBI, BRENDA, eQuilibrator, and KEGG. Finally, we 

have constructed a database in sqlite and sql form, in which we create three 

tables: compounds, reactions and enzymes. 

Compounds data is integrated from KEGG and ChEBI. We have selected 1.8k 

compound entries, include the information about KEGG id, compound name, 

formula, smile, toxicity, molecule mass, and sdf string.  
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Smile: a 2D pattern of molecules that can show you the structure of these 

molecules.  

Toxicity: The value is associated with high or low toxicity of this compound. 

When it has high toxicity, it will be harmful to biological chassis. 

Sdf string: a 3D pattern involves the spatial position of every atom. 

 

 

Reaction data is collected from KEGG, including above 10k rows. This data 

table has record six features of reactions: KEGG id, EC number of enzymes 

participate in the reaction, equation of reaction, reaction class, Gibbs energy from 

the experiment, frequency of the reaction. 

 

 

Enzyme data is gathered from KEGG, BRENDA, and eQuilibrator. This data is 

too big to load because of its 28k items and also 14 columns. We try to include 

more comprehensive enzyme information and use them for pathway finding. We 

will show you the meaning of these features below: 

PID: protein id corresponds to the sequence. 

name: enzyme name. 
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ecnum: EC number. 

organism: chassis. 

Localization: the position where the enzyme is located in the cell. 

pH & pHr: Pondus Hydrogenii, pH and pH range for normal enzyme function. 

T & Tr: temperature and temperature range for normal enzyme function. 

KM: Michaelis constant. 

KKM: Kcat/Km. 

sequence: the protein sequence of enzyme. 

 
 

⚫ About results 

You can download three tables data in the form of the ‘.csv’ file and one 

database in the ‘.db’ file format. 

Three tables data is split with ‘,’ and you can read the information with Excel 

or Text Reader (Notepat++). This form is convenient for data analysis, manage 

with commands and other pipelines. The database can be used with SQL 

commands or SQL software (MySQL, SQL server).  

 

 

 

 

Pathway Finder 
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⚫ About page 

Click the navigation card on the home page or ‘www.tjigem.com/PF’ to enter the 

Pathway Finder module. 

In the middle of this page, you can find one gray window consist of many entry 

bars. It is the central part of the pathway finder, including two functions: forward 

pathway search and reverse pathway search. 

 

In the first function, you can input a start compound and an end compound. We 

will search for the pathways from start to end and rank them by scores. There are 

five parameters: KM, KKM, Toxicity, PH, Temperature. You can assign value to 

the five parameters according to their importance in the experimental environment 

or your prior knowledge. Click the search button, you will get PDF results, and you 

can download this PDF. 

 

 
The reverse pathway search is very much like the forward. It would help if you 

inputted the target compound a and the search depth——steps b to get the pathway 

target to a wth Steps no more than b. And click the search button, you will get a 

similar PDF file 
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⚫ About functions 

The core of our Pathway Finder is traditional graph algorithms. A*, Dijkstra, and 

Yen’s k shortest way algorithm are used. 

Forward pathway search function, According to the length of the path (energy 

score of reactions) and weighted score, will calculate scores and sort all the 

pathways between the start and end compound to output the better pathways 

(TOP10) and their scores.  

Weighting score is computed by the five features (KM, KKM, Toxicity, PH, 

temperature) and user’s weight ratio, which is entered by you through the five 

parameters input bar. These five ratio parameters mean the weight ratio of the 

feature’s influence. A weight matrix will be created based on the value you input 

and the content of data, and then a score will be given to these pathways.  

In the reverse pathway search, you will get some pathways that can produce the 

target molecule no more than the number of steps you input. The scores of these 

pathways will be presented to you, too. 

⚫ About results 

We will show you a download link for our results. The results are output in PDF 

format and divided into two parts: Summary and Results.  

 

The summary part concludes all the parameters, through which you can know 

what you have input and what you want to get. In the forward pathway finder, you 

see the start_compound and end_compound, but in the reverse pathway finder, you 

can see the target (end_compound). 
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The results part displays all the Top pathways it found. Each pathway will be 

shown by the form of “compound 1-----[reaction 1, enzyme 1]---->compound 2”, 

and followed by EnergyScore (score calculated by Gibbs energy) and IndiScore 

(score calculated by the five features). Besides, the reverse pathway finder will 

output the start compound end with ‘||’ at the beginning of each result. 

However, you may not know which one to choose. The EnergyScore is the first 

choice criteria, the lower which is, the better this pathway may be. Then, it would 

help if you considered the higher IndiScore. If you input a big ratio to any 

feature(KM, KKM, Toxicity, PH, Temperature), which means you value a 

particular condition, you should consider IndiScore first or consider both. 

⚫ About debug 

Our software is the 1.0 version, so 

there will be many bugs in it, although 

we have fixed some bugs. For more 

normal functions, this version may not 

fit the users. If you input an illogical 

compound or number, we popup a 

window to warn you and then return to 

the page and fill in the default values. Meanwhile, we will show you an example 

of the compound id. If you input a compound not found in our database, we will 

also warn, but you may need to try other compounds. 
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Deep Metabolic Simulation 

⚫ About page 

Click the navigation card on the home page or ‘www.tjigem.com/HMS’ to enter 

the Deep Metabolic Simulation module. 

Similar to the pathway finder page, the DMS search is put in the center of this 

page. 

 

In the search windows, there are some input parameters. The first one is 

observation_list, which is the compound you want to observe, and we will show 

them in the top of the results with red color. Second one is delete_reaction_list. You 

can delete some reactions to block the paths between molecules. Default value is 

an initial default value of all 

the compounds; we will 

define the compounds’ 
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amount with this number. Default_epochs is the iteration times our algorithm will 

go through. 

At last, the most critical parameter is specified_values. You can define every 

specified compound with an initial value, and we will replace this compound’s 

default value with it. When you input all the parameters, you can click the RUN 

DMS button to run the algorithm. You may need to wait for some minutes, and then 

you can get two results. One is a PDF file in which we show the compounds in 

observation_list and whose value’s change is in rank TOP50, another one is CSV 

file, we output all the change information of all compounds. 

 

 

⚫ About functions 

DMS aims to provide simulations of metabolism in a computational 

environment. Our Metabolism Simulation tool’s core is random walking, which is 

like the Monte-Carlo method, and the difference is that random walking is applied 

to a graph. 

Users input the default value of common compounds and the specified values of 

particular compounds, which are hypothetical parameters referred to as the number 

of molecules or the molecular level. Then, we construct an environment (or graph) 

that contains all reactions and all molecules (compounds), giving these reactants 

initial states with the user-defined values; You can also eliminate some reaction 

(the reaction_deficient_list) according to the demand; these reactions may be 

which you want to block or have inhibited in gene level. Eliminated reactions will 

no longer provide the molecules’ transformation on both sides of the reaction. Then 

we simulate the process of metabolic reactions, let these molecules randomly 

transform to others until it reaches an equilibrium state. Users can adjust the times 

of metabolic simulations through epochs. The larger the epochs, the more DMS 

functions iterate, and the more stable DMS results are. For users' convenience, 

we’ve provided an observation list for the compounds you want to observe (get the 

change of these compounds), and we’re going to put them first on the top in PDF 

with red color. 

⚫ About results 

We will show you two download links for our results. One is PDF divided into 

three parts: Summary, Results, and Annotation, and the other one is a CSV data file. 
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You can find the initial state value in the summary part shown in default_value 

and specified_value. The specified values include some compound values in the 

experiment we get from the article and the values you input. In this condition, most 

compounds will begin with the default value, and the specified compounds will 

start at specified values (of course, the specified values you input have the highest 

priority).  

The observation compounds are the compounds you want to observe, which is a 

label with the color red, and we put them on the TOP of results! 

 For a better experience, we show the TOP50 (now TOP100) of the compounds’ 

normalize delta. Every result is output in “compound id: compounds name, final 

state, change delta, normalized 

delta”. Change delta is equal to 

final value minus initial 

value:  𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 = 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , and normalized 

delta is equal to change delta 

divided by the initial value: 

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 =
∆𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎)

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 . 

 

 

At the end of this PDF, we give you Annotation to find this handbook to know 

more details, and also you can download the CSV file for more analysis, in which 

we output all the compounds and their values. 
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⚫ About debug 

Our software is the 1.0 version, so there will be many bugs in it, although we 

have fixed some bugs. For more normal functions, this version may not fit the user. 

If you input an illogical compound, reaction, or number, we will pop up a window 

to warn you and then return to the page and fill in the default values. Meanwhile, 

we will show you an example of the compound id or the reaction id. If you input a 

compound or reaction not in our database, we will also warn, but you may need to 

try another one. 

Finally, if you input a 

text in an invalid 

format, for instance, 

you input a false 

separator but not the 

example we show you on the page, you will get a warning and modify the error 

until the function is running. 
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4. Other pipelines 
Our three modules are inter-related. Users can analyze the metabolic system with 

these modules and cooperate with other software to form a more standard pipeline. First, 

you can see the correlation between the reactants from DMS. In DMS, that changes of 

one molecule will result in other compounds’ changes dramatically. Then you can go to 

Pathway Finder and search for the pathways between these two reactants. Second, users 

can search pathways between two compounds, and the reactions in these pathways can 

be deleted in DMS. as a result, you will find some unexpected results when you use 

DMS. Third, when you use other IGEM modules for project operation, such as 

eliminating a particular gene of one reaction or making part of the molecular level 

changes, you can input the changed level as the initial value into our DMS module, 

obtain more comprehensive molecules change within the metabolic system. 

 Meanwhile, you will find some alternative parameters to get more different results 

in our DMS code. You can choose better value or functions according to your demand. 

And we will give how to deploy: 

Our software can be deployed on your own Linux server for a better performance. 

We have tested the deployment steps on CentOS 7.7. 

 

### STEP I 

Update your system and install docker. 

>>curl -fsSL https://get.docker.com | bash -s docker --mirror Aliyun 

 

### STEP II 

Clone our repo and download extra data. 

Put the downloaded files into the following directories. 
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>>mv ~/Download/db.sqlite3 Synthesis_Navigator-master/ 

>>mv ~/Download/Compound.csv Synthesis_Navigator-

master/statics/data_download/ 

>>mv ~/Download/Enzyme.csv Synthesis_Navigator-

master/statics/data_download/ 

>>mv ~/Download/Reaction.csv Synthesis_Navigator-

master/statics/data_download/ 

>>mv ~/Download/SyntheticBay.db Synthesis_Navigator-

master/statics/data_download/ 

 

### STEP III 

Build docker image. 

>>cd Synthesis_Navigator-master/ 

>>docker build -t TongjiSoftware/Synthesis_Navigator:1.0 . 

 

### STEP IV 

Run the container. 

>>docker run -it --rm -p 8000:8000 TongjiSoftware/Synthesis_Navigator:1.0  

 

### STEP V 

Open 127.0.0.1:8000/Home in your browser (Chrome is recommended).Enjoy:) 

You can modify settings.py to suit your environment. 

 


